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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF CABLE STAYED BRIDGES: 
EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
ON DATA, HOMOGENIZATION OF CABLE SYSTEMS* 
JOSEF MALIK, Ostrava 
(Received March 6, 2001) 
Abstract. A model of a cable stayed bridge is proposed. This model describes the be-
haviour of the center span, the part between pylons, hung on one row of cable stays. The 
existence, the uniqueness of a solution of a time independent problem and the continu-
ous dependence on data are proved. The existence and the uniqueness of a solution of a 
linearized dynamic problem are proved. A homogenizing procedure making it possible to 
replace cables by a continuous system is proposed. A nonlinear dynamic problem connected 
with the homogenizing procedure is proposed and the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
are proved. 
Keywords: cable stayed bridges, existence, uniqueness, continuous dependence on data, 
homogenization of cable systems 
MSC 2000: 58D25, 35Q72 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The construction of cable stayed bridges is nowadays quite frequent in spite of be-
ing virtually unknown 40 years ago. The structure of cable stayed bridges resembles 
suspension bridges. Some models of suspension bridges have been studied in [l]-[4], 
[6], [8]-[10], [14]. 
In this paper we are going to study one model of a cable stayed bridge, depicted 
in Fig. 1, which describes the behaviour of the center span, the part of the deck 
between the pylons. More cable stayed bridge constructions are presented in the 
monograph [15].. The motion of the center span is described by two functions cor-
responding to the deflection and the torsion of any cross section of the center span. 
*This work was supported by Grant 105/99/1651 of the Grant Agency of the Czech 
Republic. 
We are going to pay attention to the existence and uniqueness of a solution, and 
to its continuous dependence on the data. Let us notice that the cable stays are 
modelled as non-linear strings, which means the restoring force due to a cable is 
such that it strongly resists expansion, but does not restrict compression. Moreover, 
we are going to deal with some homogenizing techniques which make it possible to 
replace the cable stayed system with a continuous medium. The number of cable 
stays in Fig. 1 is relatively small, but these numbers are much larger in real con-
structions. Thus homogenization techniques can make numerical approximations of 
such problems easier. 
cables 
Figure 1. 
2 . VARIATIONAL FORMULATIONS 
The main goal of this chapter is to formulate one problem which describes the 
behaviour of the center span suspended by one row of cable stays. This problem is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 
Before writing down the variational equalities given in [12], let us mention that 
these equalities were derived from the Hamilton variational principle in the linear 
theory of elasticity. The derivation is based on the following hypotheses: 
1. The central span is a homogeneous prism made of an orthotropic material whose 
symmetry axes are parallel to :r, y, z, as depicted in Fig. 2. 
2. Any cross section Qx (see Fig. 2) perpendicular to the x-axis remains perpen-
dicular to the deformed x-axis which is only allowed to move in the vertical 
center span 
Figure 2. 
direction. Moreover, the y, z-axes, perpendicular to each other before the de-
formation of any cross section, remain perpendicular after the deformation (see 
Fig. 3). 
Figure 3. 
Then the behaviour of the structure depicted in Fig. 2 can be described by u(x, t), 
(p(x,t) defined on (0,L) x (0,T). The function u(x,t) corresponds to the deflection 
of the x-axis in the vertical direction and (p(x, t) corresponds to the turning of Q2 
round the x-axis. 
Let us define bilinear forms 
uvdx, (u, v) = 
Jo 
m\(u,v) = / M\uvdx, 
Jo 




h(u,v) = / 
where Mi, M2, K\, K2 are constants which are given in [12] and generally depend on 
the material properties and the geometry of the prism representing the center span. 
The forms rai(•,•), m 2(-,) are connected with the kinetic energy of vertical and 
torsional vibrations, while the forms fci(-, •), fc2(-, •) correspond to the deformation 
energy of these movements. 
Let us define another bilinear form connected with the deformation energy of a 
row of cables stays, as depicted in Fig. 4, 
8 
b(u,v) = Y^kiu(xi,t)v(xi,t), 
2 = 1 
where the coefficients ki depend on the length and the stiffness of the cable stays 
attached to the center span in x*, and the angles between those cables and the center 
span. The explicit shape of ki is to be found in [12]. 
The cables in real constructions are stressed, which means that the length of these 
cables is shortened so that the cables loosen if the center span is bent upward by the 
value d(x), as depicted in Fig 4. Moreover, the cables behave as non-linear strings, 
which means that the restoring force due to the cable attached at x» is such that it 
resists expansion if the deflection of the center span at x z in the upward direction 
is less than d(xi), but does not resist compression in the opposite case. Thus the 
deformation energy of the cable system in Fig. 2 is 
-b(g(u + d),g(u + d)), 
where g is a certain function. The function g(x) applied in [12] is equal to x + = 
max{0,x}, which corresponds to the loosening of cables. For mathematical reasons 
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Figure 4. 
we are going to deal with <j(x) defined as foUows: 
' 0 if xe (-oo,0), (2.1) 9(x) = 
x — є if x Є (2є,cю), 
and ^(x) is extended to the whole R so that it has continuous derivatives up to the 
order 2 and is convex. 
This function is depicted by the solid line in Fig. 5 while the dashed line Corre­
sponds to x + . On the interval (0,e) the function (j(x) describes the relaxation of 
cables at the moment when these cables start stretching. The center span is under 
Figure 5. 
the influence of the gravitational force represented by Fi(x), F_(a:) and the force of 
wind represented by Pi(x,t), P2(x,t). Then the linear forms (Fi,u), (Pi,u), (F_,<£)> 
(P2, <p) correspond to the energy of external forces connected with the vertical and 
the torsional vibrations. The dynamic equilibrium of the system depicted in Fig. 2 
is a stationary point of the functional 
,T 
where 
J(u, (p)= C(u, <p) dt, 
Jo 
nt \ 1 fdu du\ 1, , x 1 (d<p d<p\ 1, , . C(u,<p) = -m\[-, - ) - -k\(u,u) + - m 2 ( - , —) - -k2(<p,<p) 
- -b(g(u + d),g(u + d)) + (F\ + P\,u) + (F2 + P2,<p). 
The functional above is defined on a set of sufficiently smooth functions on (0, L) x 
(0,T). These functions satisfy the conditions 
u(0, t) = u(L, t) = <p(0, t) = <p(L, t)=0, te (0, T), 
u(x,0) = no(x), u(x,T) = fji\(x), <p(x,0) = v0(x), <p(x,T) = v\(x), x€(0,L), 
where JJLO, v\, VQ, V\ are fixed functions on (0,L). 
Let us define bihnear forms 
S\(u,v) = / Q\uvdx, 
Jo 
fafail*) = / © 2 ^ d « -
Jo 
where Oi, O2 are the damping coefficients for the vertical and torsional vibrations. 
Moreover, the forces induced by the wind can depend on <p, as depicted in Fig. 6. 
Thus these forces have to be described by P\(<p,x,t), P2(<p,x,t). Then the linear 






The above variational principle yields variational equalities which can be general-
ized by adding the damping terms. These equalities read as follows: 
( d u \ (uu \ 
—,v)+ki(u,v)+S1(—,v)+b(g(u + d),v) = (F1+Pl(<p),v), 
m2(^A)+k2(<p,M>) + S2{^,^) = (F2 + P2(<p),xp), 
where 2g(x) = (g2(x))' = 2g(x)g'(x). The functions u, v, <p, ip defined on (0, L) x 
(0, T) satisfy the conditions 
(2.3) u(0, t) = u(L, t) = v(0, t) = v(L, t) = 0, te (0, T), 
<p(0,t) = <p(L,t) = V(0,t) = xp(L,t)=0, te (0,T), 
u(x,0) = uo(x), —u(x,0) = ui(x), x G (0,L), 
r\ 
<p(x,0) = <p0(x), —<p(x,0) = <pi(x), x e (0,L), ot 
where uo, ui, <po, <Pi are fixed functions representing the initial conditions for (2.2). 
The functions u, <p axe solutions to the above problem if (2.2) are fulfilled for any v, 
xj) satisfying (2.3). 
It is sometimes useful to study the time independent problem connected with the 
above dynamic problem. The solution to that problem is a minimum of the functional 
®(u,<f) = ^h(u,u) + -k2(<p,<p) + -b(g(u + d),g(u + d)) - (Fx,u) - (F2,<p). 
This functional is defined on a set of sufficiently smooth functions on (0, L). These 
functions satisfy the conditions 
u(0) = u(L) = <p(0) = <p(L) = 0. 
The above formulation is equivalent to the variational equalities 
(2.4) ki(u,v) + b(g(u + d),v) = (Fi,v), 
k2(<p,il>) = (F2,i>). 
The functions u, v, <p, ip defined on (0, L) satisfy the conditions 
(2.5) u(0) = u(L) = v(0) = v(L) = 0, 
<p(0) = <p(L) = i>(0) = 4>(L) = 0. 
The strictly mathematical formulation of these problems is given in the subsequent 
chapters. 
3 . SOME PRELIMINARIES 
The main goal of this chapter is to give a strictly mathematical formulation of the 
problems mentioned in the previous chapter. Let us recall some results from the the-
ory of distributions with values in a Banach space V. If V((0, T)) is the space of test 
functions with the usual topology, then distributions are linear continuous operators 
from V((0,T)) to V with the weak topology, which means that if u: V((0,T)) •-> V 
is a distribution and v e V*, then v(u): V((0,T)) »-> R is a usual distribution from 
D*((0,T)), the space of usual distributions. The symbol P*((0,T), V) denotes the 
space of V-valued distributions on (0,T). If u: (0, T)^V belongs to L1 ((0, T),V), 
which is the space of Bochner integrable functions (see [5], [7]), we can define the 
expression 
u(ip) = / \ 
Jo 
(3.1) <p) = I uipds, 
Jo 
where <p G V((0,T)). This expression belongs to D*((0,T), V) and the transforma-
tion from Lx((0,T),V) to D*((0,T), V) defined by (3.1) is an injective imbedding. 
The derivative u' of u is defined as follows: 
u'(<p) = -U(<p'), <p€V((0,T)) 
and u' G V*((0,T), V) as well. A more thorough introduction to the theory of vector 
valued distributions and related topics as well as the proof of the following lemma 
can be found, for instance, in [5]. 
Lemma 3.1. If f G L1((0,T), V) and its distributional derivative f belongs to 
L ^ ^ r ) , ^ ) , then / G C((0,T),V), the space of continuous functions from (0,T) 
to V. Moreover, the equality f(t2)-f(h) = /t'
2 /'(t) ds holds for any tx, t2 G (0, T). 
First of all let us generalize the definitions of mi( - , ) , m2(',-), ki(-,-), k2(-,-), 
*-.(•»•)» S2(',) by replacing the constants Mi, M2, K\, K2, Oi, 6 2 by bounded 
measurable non-negative functions defined on (0, L). We will use the same symbols 
for these functions which satisfy the additional assumptions 
(3.2) Mг(x)^є, M2(x)>є, Kг(x)>є, K2(x)>є, xЄ (0,L) , 
where e is a positive constant. 
Let us denote 
VI = Hţ((0,Ľ)) П H2((0,L)), V2 = Hţ((0,L)), 
W = L2((0,L)), 
where Ho((0, L)), H2((0,L)) are the Sobolev spaces formed by all functions in 
L2((0, T)) whose first and second derivatives belong to L2((0, T)), respectively. More-
over, the expression u G HQ((0,L)) means that u(0) = u(L) = 0. Both V\ and V2 
are Hilbert spaces equipped with the respective scalar products 
(u, v)Vi = / {uv + u'v' + u"v"} dx, (<£, ip)v2 = / {<£</> + ^ V } dz. 
Jo Jo 
By virtue of the Poincare inequality (see [7]) there exists C > 0 such that the 
inequalities 
(3.3) CIMI2^ ^ *i(ti,u), cy\\2V2 ^ k2(ip,v) 
hold for any u G Vi, <D G V2. The above definitions make the following natural 
imbeddings possible: 
(3.4) Vi c VV, V2 C TV. 
The bilinear form &(•, •) connected with the cable systems is bounded on V\ because 
this space can be imbedded in C((0,L)) and this imbedding is continuous (see [7]). 
Let L2((0,T),K) , where X is a Hilbert space, denote the space of all Bochner 
measurable functions / : (0, T) »->• X satisfying 
( j f ll/WlUd*)' =H/IUW),X) < 00. 










These spaces can be naturally imbedded into the spaces V*((0, T),Vi),V*((0, T), V2), 
V((0,T),W). 
Let us define the spaces 
X1 = {u\ueL
2((0,T),V1), v? 6 L
a((0,r) ,Vi) , u" & L2((0,T),W)}, 
X2 = {<p\<ptL
2((0,T),V2), <p' € L
2((0,T),V2), <p" £ L
2((0,T),W)}, 
where u', u", <D', <p" are distributional derivatives in V*((0,T),Vx), V*((0,T), 
W), V*((0,T),V2), V*((0,T),W). We have applied the imbeddings (3.5) in the 
definitions of Xi, X2. 
4. T IME INDEPENDENT PROBLEMS: EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, CONTINUOUS 
DEPENDENCE ON DATA 
In this chapter we deal with a time independent problem. We will prove the 
existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on the data. 
Definition 4 .1 . Let FX,F2 G L
2((0,L)), d G Vx, then u € Vi, tp G V2 are a 
solution to the problem A if (u, (p) is a minimum of the functional 
(4.1) $(u,ip) = -ki(u,u) + -k2(<p,ip) + -b(g(u + d),g(u + d)) 
- (Fuu) - (F2,<p) 
on Vi x V2. 
The above formulation is equivalent to the variational equalities 
(4.2) h(u,v) + b(g(u + d),v) = (Fx,v), 
k2((p,tl>) = (F2,1>) 
which hold for all v G V\, ^ G V2. 
Theorem 4 .1 . If the assumptions of Definition 4.1 are fulfilled, then there exist 
u, (p which are a solution to A and this solution is unique. 
P r o o f . The definition of $ shows that this functional is convex and differen-
tiable, so it is weakly lower semi-continuous (see [5]). If we apply the estimates (3.3), 
we have the inequality 
(4.3) CiCMI2* + IMI2v2) - c2(Nk + IMk) < *(«,*>), 
where C\, C2 are positive constants independent of u, (p. If ||u||vi, ||̂ ||V2 ~^ ° ° »
t n e n 
(4.3) yields that $(u, <p) —> oo, which means that $ is coercive. The properties of $ 
guarantee the existence of a solution to A (see [5]). The definition of $(u, ip) yields 
that this functional is strictly convex, which guarantees the uniqueness of A. • 
10 





where K\, K2 are the functions in the definitions of fci (•,•), k2(-, •) and Xj, kj, 
j = 1,..., 8 are the terms in the definition of b(-, •). Then by virtue of Theorem 4.1 
we can define a transformation 
P(h,..., fc8,xi,...,z8,KuK2, FuF2) 
defined on [(0, oo)]8 x [(0, L)]8 x [L°°((0, L))]2 x [L2((0, L))]2 with the range Vx x V2. 
This transformation assigns the solution (u, cp) of A to the above data. 
Theorem 4.2. The transformation P is continuous. 
P r o o f . Let 
(4.4) xj -* x°j, kj -> fc? in R, j = 1 , . . . ,8 , 
K[->K°, K\^Kl in L°°((0,L)), 
F? -> F*, Ft -> P2° in L
2((0,L)) . 
If [n*,^] = P(fcj,. . . , * ! , * ! , . . • , 4 , ^ 1 , ^ , ^ , ^ ) , then 
(4.5) fcJ^V) + *4(<DW) + & W + d),u{) - b{(g(d),u{) 
= - 6 i ( ^ ) , t t i ) + (F i , t t i) + (F2
i,(P
i), 
where &}(-,-), fc2(*>*)> &*(•,•) correspond to K[, K\, kj, xj, j = 1, . . . ,8 . Since 
b%(g(u), v) is the derivative of the convex functional ^bl(g(u),g(u)) in the direction v, 
the inequality 
(4.6) bl(g(u),u- v) - b\g(v),u- v) > 0 
holds for all u,v G V\ (see [5]). If we consider (3.3) and the last inequality, then 
(4.5) yields the inequality 
(4.7) Htt'lfo + H^Hk ^Ct+ c2(lklk + Ikik), 
11 
where Ci, C2 are positive constants common for all i. From (4.7) it follows that 
there exists a constant C such that 
(4-8) | | u i k < C , | l ¥ > i k ^ C , 
which yields that there exist subsequences um, <pm that weakly converge to u°, <p° 
in Vj, V2, respectively. If we consider that Vi c ^ ( ( O . L ) ) C Ci((0,L}), then by 
virtue of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem the subsequence um strongly converges to u° in 
C((0, L)). If we consider that (um,<pm) are solutions to the sequence of problems 
mentioned above, we have 
(4.9) kl(um,v) + b°(g(um + d),v) 
- = k\(um,v) - km(um,v) + (FT - F?,v) + b°(g(um + d),v) 
~bm(g(um + d),v) + (F?,v), 
k°2(<p
m,^) = k°2(<p
m,^) - km(<pm,<P) + (F2
m - F2°, V) + ( i ^ , V), 
where v € V , ip € V2. (4.4) and (4.8) yield 
(4.10) fc°(um,») - fcm(um, v)->0 
k°2(<p
m,^)-km(<pm,^)^0. 
The convergence of u m in C((0,)) and (4.4) imply 
(4.11) b°(g(um + d),v) - bm(g(um + d),v) -> 0. 
The weak convergence of um , <pm to u°, <p°, (4.10) and (4.11) yield 
(4.12) k°(u°,v) + b°(g(u° + d),v) = (F?,v), 
k°(<p°,il>) = (F°^), 
which means that (u°,<p°) is a solution to A. Then we can write 
(4.13) fc°(u° -um,u° - um) = km(um,u° - um) - fc°(um, u° - um) 
-b°(g(u° + d),u°-um) 
+ bm(g(um + d),u°-um) 
+ (Ff-F^,u°-um), 
4(<p° - <pm,<p° - <pm) = km(<pm,<p° - <pm) - k°2(<p




Due to the strong convergence of Ff1, F2
m to F?, F$ in L2((0, L)), strong convergence 
of um, <Dm to u°, <p° in C((0,L)), (4.4) and (4.8), the right-hand sides of (4.13) 
converge to zero. Then the estimates (3.3) yield the strong convergence of wm, (pm 
to u°, <D° in Vi, V2, respectively. If we consider that (u°,(f°) is the unique solution 
to A, the whole sequence (u\ <pT) converges to (u°, <D°), which gives the desired result. 
• 
Solving the last time independent problem, we admitted that the cables can loosen, 
which was described by the function g. It is evident that the cables are fully stressed 
in most cases so the inequalities 
(4.14) U(XJ) + d(xj) ^2e, j = l,...,S, 
where e is the term in (2.1), hold. Then the deformation energy of the cables is given 
by the term 
(4.15) -b(u + d —s,u +d —e), 
which follows from the definition of g. 
Let us settle a linear time independent problem which is connected with the prob-
lem A. 
Definition 4.2. Let F1,F2 G L
2((0,L)), d G Vi, then (u,(p) G Vi x V2 is a 
solution to the problem AL if the variational equalities 
(4.16) k1(u,v) + b(u + d-s,v) = (Fuv), 
k2(<p,il>) = (F2,<4>) 
hold for all v G Vi, ip G V2. 
It is evident that the assertions similar to those we proved for A can be proved 
for the linear problem AL-
5. LINEARIZED DYNAMIC PROBLEMS: FORMULATION, EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS 
Let us assume that functions P\(y,x,t), P2(y,x,t) defined on IR x (0,L) x (0,T) 
satisfy the modified Caratheodory conditions (MC): 
1. Pi(y,x,t), -§^Pi(y,x,t), -§[Pi(y,x,t), i = 1,2 are continuous in y, t for almost 
every x and measurable for all y, t. 
2. There exists p(x) G L2((0,L)) such that 
\Pi(y,x,t)\^p(x), \-^Pi(y,x,t)\^p(x), i = l,2. 
13 
3 . There exists a constant C such that 
-^Pi(y,x,t) ^C, i = l,2. 
These assumptions guarantee that Pi(<p(x, t),x, t), -^Pi(<p(x, t),x, t), j-Pi(<p(x, t), 
x, t), i = 1,2 belong to L2((0, L) x (0, T)) for any measurable function <p(x, t) defined 
on (0, L) x (0, T) . If we consider the definitions of the bilinear forms introduced above 
and the fact that u G X\, <p G X2, d G V\, then the expressions m\(u",v), k\(u,v), 
b(g(u + d),v), &i(u',v), m2(<p",il;), k2(<p,ip), 62(<p',ip) belong to L
2((0,T)) for any 
ve Vi, x/> G V2. 
Definition 5.1. Let d G Vi and Pi, F2 belong to F
2((0,T)) and let Pi, P2 
satisfy (MC). Then (u, <p) G Ki x K2 is a solution to the problem B if the equalities 
(5.1) m1(u",v) + k1(u,v) + S1(u
,,v) + b(g(u + d),v) = (F1+P1(<p),v), 
m2(<p",^) + k2(<p,^)+52(<p',^) = (F2 + P2(<p),^) 
hold in L2((0,T)) for any v G Vi, T/> G V2. Moreover, the initial conditions 
(5.2) u(0) = u0, U'(0) = 0, 
<p(0) = <pQ, (p'(0) = 0 
are fulfilled, where (u0,<po) is a solution to the problem A with the right-hand 
sides Pi , P2 . 
Let us notice that the expressions (5.2) in this definition are correct. The func-
tions u, <p belong to C((0,T),Vi), C((0,T),V2) and u', <p' to C((0,T),W), which 
follows from Lemma 3.1. 
The problem B corresponds to the situation when the central span quietly rests 
on the cables at the moment t = 0. Then it starts moving under the influence of 
wind represented by Pi, P2 . 
If the gravitational force fully stresses the cables, if the force of wind is small 
enough not to loosen the cables, and if we apply similar arguments as we did in 
the previous chapter, the following problem properly describes the behaviour of our 
model. 
Definition 5.2. Let d G Vi, let Pi , P2 belong to L
2((0,T)) and let Pi , P2 
satisfy (MC). Then (u, <p) G X\ x X2 is a solution to the problem BL if the equalities 
(5.3) mi(u",v) + k1(u,v)+5i(u',v) + b(u + d-e,v) = (Ft + Px(cp),v), 
m2(<p",i>)+k2(<p,iP)+62(<p',iP) = (F2 +P2(<p),*l)) 
14 
hold in L2((0,T)) for any v G Vi, ip G V2- Moreover, the initial conditions 
(5.4) u(0) = wo, u'(0) = 0, 
<p(0)=<A), <//(0)=0 
are fulfilled, where (uo,<fo) is a solution to the problem *4L with the right-hand 
sides Fi , F2-
The proof of the existence will be based on the Galerkin method described, for 
instance, in [5], [11]. All functional spaces that we have dealt with are separable, 
which is essential for this method. Before we prove the basic result of this chapter, 
let us start with one auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let fn G L
2((0,T),K) , where X is a separable Hilbert space and 
fn weakly converge to f0 in L
2((0,T),X) . Moreover^ let there exist C > 0 such 
that \\fn(t)\\x ^ C for any n and any t G (0,T). Then ||/o(*)IU ^ C for almost all 
t € ( 0 , T ) . 
P r o o f . Let xn G X, | |xn | | > C be a dense subset in {x G K, ||.r|| > C}. Let us 
set 
Bo = {te(0,T)\\\fo(t)\\x>C}, 
Bt = {te (0,T) | ||/o(«) - Xj\\x < M | _ Z ^ } . 
oo 
This yields B0 — \J Bn. Due to the separability of X the sets Bn are measur-
n = l 
able (see [16]), which means that there exists j such that n(Bj) ^ 0. If Xj(s) is 




(fo(s),xj)x Xj(s) ds^C- HÍBAWXJWX 
/o 
holds. On the other hand, the definition of Bj yields 
rT 
/ {fo(s),Xj)xXj(s)dx= / ((fo(s)-xj,xj)x + \\xj\\
2x)ds 
JO JBj 




/n MU II C+\\Xi\\x 
= l*{Bj)WxjWx ^ . 
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If we compare these inequalities, we have C ^ \(C + ||-£j||x), which contradicts 
IMU>c. n 
Theorem 5.1. If the assumptions of Definition 5.2 are fulfilled, then there exists 
a solution to BL and this solution is unique. 
P r o o f . The proof is divided into five steps: 
1. We construct a sequence of approximate solutions based on the Galerkin 
method. 
2 We establish a priori estimates which guarantee the existence of approximate 
solutions on (0,T). 
3. We establish a priori estimates which guarantee the existence of higher deriva-
tives of the approximate solutions on (0,T). 
4. We select a subsequence which converges to a solution of BL-
5. We prove the initial conditions (5.4). 
Step 1. Let Vi, ipi be sequences of linearly independent elements of Vi, V2 and 
let the linear spans of these sequences be dense in Vi, V2. Then the spans of these 
sequences are dense in W as well. 
For any m let us consider the expressions 
Um(t) = ^2fim(t)Vi, 
i=l 
n 
<Pm(t) = ^ g i m r ø ^ ѓ 
i=l 
and moreover, let the equalities 
(5.5) vi =u0 il>i=<po, 
where (uo,y>o) is the solution to the problem AL, hold. 
Let fim, 9im be solutions to the system of ordinary differential equations 
(5.6) mi(um(t),Vi) + ki(um(t),Vi) + 6i(u'm(t),Vi) + b(um(t) +d- e,v{) 
= (Fi+Pi(<Pm(t)),Vi), 
m a ^ W , ^ ) + fe(^ro(0,^i) +*2(^m(*),^) 
= (F2+P2(<Pm(t)),ll>i), 
i = 1, . . . , m. Moreover, let / i m , ^ m satisfy the initial conditions 
(5.7) /lm(0) = l, / im(0)=0, 
gim(0) = l, gim(0) = 0, i = 2,...,m, 
fL(0)=0, «{ro(0) = 0, z = l , . . . , m . 
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If we consider the definition of mi(-,-), rri2(-,-)> &i(v), foi','), *i(#, •)> <̂ -(*>*) anc^ 
apply the Lebesgue dominanted convergence theorem, we can say that the functions 
mi(i>tVt,iIj), rn^^yi^u^jj, fci(£^t>i,Vj), k2yZlyirpi,^jJ, «i(Ey»t;i, v^), 
52[Y^yiil)i,i>j), b\Y^yiVi + d — e,Vj) defined on IRm are continuous, where j = 
1,... ,ra. If we consider (MC) and the Lebesgue dominanted convergence theorem, 
we can see that the functions 
(^i(X^^> x 'M'^)> (F2(]^2/^,x,n,V>j) 
defined on Rm x (0, T) are continuous on this set. This means that we can apply the 
theory of ordinary differential equations which guarantees the existence of a local 
solution to the system (5.6). 
Step 2. If we multiply (5.6) by /jm(£), 9jm(t) and sum these expressions, we have 
(5.8) mi(u'm(t), u'm(t)) + m2(<p'm(t), <p'm(t)) + k, (um(t), u'm(t)) 
+ k2(<pm(t),<p'm(t)) + <J1«(t),«m(f)) +S2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
+ b(um(t) + d-e,u'm(t)) 
= (Ei + Px(<Pm(t)),u'm(t)) + (F2 + P2(<pm(t)),<p'm(t)). 
The expression (5.8) yields 
(5-9) —{m^WMt)) + m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + h(um(t),um(t)) 
+ k2(<pm(t),<pm(t)) + b(um(t) + d- e,um(t) + d- e)} 
+ S1(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + 62(<p'm(t),<p'(t)) 
= (F, + P^mmu'^t)) + (F2 + P2(<pm(t)),<p'm(t)), 
which results in the equality 
(5.10) mi(u'm(t),u'm(t)) +m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + k1(um(t),um(t)) 
+ k2(<Pm(t),<Pm(t)) + b(um(t) +d- e,um(t) +d-e) 
= mi(u'm(0),u'm(0))+m2(<p'm(0),<p'm(0)) + M«m(0),um(0)) 
+ k2(<pm(0),<pm(0)) + b(um(0) + d- e,um(0) +d-e) 
- 2 / S1(u'm(s),u'm(s))ds-2 f 62(<p'm(s),<p'm(s))ds 
JO Jo 
+ 2/(F 1 + P 1 (<p m ( s ) ) , U m ( s ) )d5 
Jo 
+ 2 / (F2 + P2(<pm(s)),<p'm(s))ds. 
Jo 
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Relations (5.7), (5.10), (3.3) yield the inequality 





<C + C A| |<(S) | |
2
W + \\<p'm{*)\\w}d*, 
JO 
where C is a positive constant common for all m. Gronwall's inequality and (5.11) 
guarantee that the local solutions from Step 1 exist on the whole interval (0, T) and 
these solutions satisfy the following estimates: 
(5.12) 3C > 0 Vm G N Vt G <0,T), 
l K ( * ) l k < C, | ^ m ( 0 l k < C, IKWHvk < C \\cpm(t)\\v2 < C. 
Step 3. If we consider (5.5) and (5.7), then (5.6) implies the equalities 
(5-13) m i « ( 0 ) , « i ) = (Pi(^m(0)),z;i), 
m2(<pm(O),0i)=(P2(cpm(O)),^), 
which yields the estimates 
(5-14) \\u'm(0)\\w<C, Wm(0)\\w<C, 
where C is a constant common for all m. 
If we differentiate the system (5.6) and multiply it by /j'm(£)> 9jm(t)i
 w e n a v e 
(5.15) mi(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
+ fci(Um(t),«'m(f)) + fc2(^m(<),Vm(<))+<5i(<(i),«TO(t)) 
+ 62(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + b(u'm(t),u'm(t)) 
= (^Pl(fm(tWm(t),U'm(t)) + ( |Pl(¥>.n(0),«m(0) 
_^ 
The relation (5.15) yields 
+ (g-P2ШtWm{t)Mt)) + (WtP2Шt))Шt))-
(5.16) ~ Ь ( « I ( t ) , < ( t ) ) + m.tó(í)У:(0) 
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+ *,. (um(t), «,„(*)) + *a(^( í ) , V>'m(t)) + b(u'm(t),u'm(t))} 
+ 61(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + S2Шt)Шt)) 
(^PгШtWmWMt)) + (ltPiШt))Уm(t)) 
+ (§-P2ШtWm(t)Mt)) + (^ъшtЂMt)), 
which results in the equality 
(5.17) m1(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
+ k1(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + k2(ip'm(tU'm(t)) + b(u'm(t),u'm(t)) 
= m1(u:(0),u:(0))+m2(^(0),^(0)) 
+ fci(-m(0),«'m(0)) + k2(v'm(0),<p'm(0)) + b(u'm(0),u'm(0)) 
- 2 ftS1(u'm(s),u'm(s))ds-2 / ' W m t o . v C O O ) ^ 
JO Jo 
+ 2j\^P1(vm(s))vm(s) + ^P1(<pm(s)),u'm(s))ds 
+ 2 J^P2(Vm(s))ip'm(s) + ̂ P2(<pm(s)),<p'm(s)) ds. 
FVom (3.7), (5.13), (5.17), (3.3) we obtain the inequality 
(5.i8) \\u'm(t)fw + ym(t)fw + \\u'm(t)fVl + ym(t)fV2 
^C + C f\\\u'm(s)fw + y'm(s)fw}ds, 
Jo 
where C is a positive constant common for all m. Gronwall's inequality and (5.18) 
guarantee that the approximate solutions satisfy the following estimates: 
(5.19) 3C > 0 Vm € N V* € <0, T), 
i K W I k < C, \Wm(t)\\w < C, \\u'm(t)\\Vl < C, ym(t)\w2 < C. 
Step 4- The estimates (5.12), (5.19) yield that the sequences Um(t), ufm(t) are 
bounded in L2((0,T),VI), (pm(t), <^m(t) are bounded in L
2((0,T),V2) and u'^(t), 
<pm(£) are bounded in L
2((0,T),W). These functional spaces are reflexive, which 
means that there exist subsequences ui(t), u[(t), u"(t) (pi(t), (p\(t), (p"(t) weakly 
converging to u(t), v(t), w(t), (p(t), ip(t), y(t) in the corresponding spaces. The weak 
convergence of these subsequences implies that the distributional derivatives of u(t), 
<p(t) in L2((0,T), Vi), L2((0,T),F2), L
2((0,T), W) exist and are equal to v(t), w(t), 
ip(t), i(t). In view of the above mentioned facts, we have 
(5.20) lim / m1(u
,
l
,(t),v)0(t)dt= f mi(u"(t),v)0(t)dt, z->°° Jo Jo 
Urn / m2((p"(t),ip)6(t)dt= f m2(<p"(t),il>)0(t)dt, l^°° Jo Jo 
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lim / k1(ul(t),v)0(t)dt= [ k1(u(t),v)0(t)dt, l^°° Jo Jo 
lim / k2(ifi(t),^)e(t)dt= f k2(v(t),ijj)6(t)dt, l^°° Jo Jo 
lim / 61(u'l(t),v)d(t)dt= f 51(u
,(t),v)0(t)dt, 
l^°° Jo Jo 
lim / 52(<p'l(t),iP)e(t)dt= [ 52(^(t),^)0(t)dt, 
l->°° Jo .jo 
lim / b(ui(t)+d-e,v)6(t)dt= f b(u(t) + d- e,v)0(t)dt, 
l^°° Jo Jo 
where v, ip, 0 are arbitrary functions from V\,V2, V((0, T)). Moreover, it follows from 
the definition of distributional derivatives that ui, ipi belong to Hl((0,L) x (0,T)) 
and weakly converge to u, ip in this space. Taking into account that ui, ipi converge 
to u, (f in L2((0,T) x (0,L)), which follows from the Ehrling compactness theorem 
(see [7]), then by virtue of the Lebesgue dominanted convergence theorem we have 
(5.21) lim / (P1(w(t)),v)0(t)dt= f (P1(<f(t)),v)0(t)dt, 
l-+°° Jo Jo 
lim / (P2(ipi(t)),xl>)0(t)dt= f (P2(v(t)),if>)0(t)dt, l-+°° Jo Jo 
where v, ip, 0 are arbitrary. 
If we consider (5.12), (5.19), (5.20), (5.21), Lemma 5.1 and the fact that the linear 
spans of Vi, ipi form dense subsets in V\, V2, then the equalities (5.3) hold. 
Step 5. In view of the definition of X\, X2 we can write 
(5.22) / (u'(i),v)Vl0(t)dt= [ (u(t),v)Vl0'(t)dt, 
Jo Jo 
f (<p'(t),^)V20(t)dt= f (<p(t),^)V20'(t)dt, 
Jo JO 
/ (u"(t),v)w9(t)dt= f (u'(t),v)w6'(t)dt, 
JO JO 
/ (<p"(t),^)wo(t)dt= f (<p'(t),i>)we'(t)dt, • 
JO JO 
where v, i\), 0 are arbitrary functions from V\, V2, V((0,T)). From the defini-
tion of Xi, X2 and (5.22) it follows that the expressions (u(t),v)Vl, (ip(t),i/>)V2, 
(u'(t),v)w, (v'(t),il>)w, as functions defined on (0,T), belong to L2((0,T)) and 
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have the generalized derivatives (u'(t),v)v1, (
{f'(t)^)v2, (u"(t),v)w, (<£>"(*)> ^ W so 
that they belong to ^((O.T)). Moreover, the sequences (ui(t),v)v1, (^Pi(t)^)v2i 
(u\(t),v)w, (^i(O^)W weakly converge to those functions in Hx((0,T)). Since the 
imbedding H1((0,T)) C C((0,T)) is compact, those sequences strongly converge in 
C((0,T)). Then (5.7) yields the initial conditions (5.4). 
Uniqueness. Let the problem BL have two solutions (wi,^i), (^2,^2) and let 
v = u\ — 1x2, V> — <Pi ~ ^2- By virtue of Lemma 3.1 we have 
^±{mi(v'(t),v'(t))+m2^'(tW(t)) 
+ ki(v(t),v(*)) + k2&(t),iP(t)) + b(v(t),v(t))} 
+ 61(v'(t),v'(t)) + 62W(t),^(t)) 
= (Pi(Mt)) - Pi(Mt)),v'(t)) + (Pt(vi(t)) - P2(Mt)W(t)). 
The last expression yields the equality 
(5.23) mi(v'(t),v'(t)) +m2(4>'(t),il>'(t)) 
+ k^v^Mt)) + k2(*p(t)^(t)) +b(v(t),v(t)) 
= - 2 / 61(v'(s),v'(s))ds-2 f S2^'(s)^'(s))ds 
JO Jo 
+ 2 / (P i t e i ( s ) ) -P i to ( s ) )y ( s ) )ds 
Jo 
+ 2 / (P2(<fi(s)) -P2(<P2(s)),iP'(s))ds. 
Jo 
The conditions (MC) imply the inequalities 
(5.24) \(Pi(vi(t)) - Pi(<P2(t)),v'(t))\ < C(\m)\\v2 + \W(t)\\
2
w), 
\(P2(vi(t)) - p2(Mt)W(t))\ < c(\m)\\v2 + W(t)\\
2
w), 
where C is a positive constant. If we consider (5.23), (5.24) and the inequalities (3.3), 
we can write 











where C is a positive constant. By virtue of GronwalPs inequality, (5.25) yields the 
uniqueness of this problem. • 
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Proposition 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be fulfilled, let (u,(p) be 
a solution to the problem Bi, and let the functions Oi, S2 describing the damping 
vanish. Then the equalities 
(5.26) Ei(t2) - Eiih) = F (Pi + Pi M«)).«'(«)) da, 
Jti 
E2(t2) - E2(h) = f
 2(F2 + P2(<p(s)),<p'(s))ds 
hold for any tlrt2 € (0,T), where 
Ei(t) = -mi(u'(t),u'(t)) + -h(u(t),u(t)) + -b(u(t) + d- s,u(t) + d-e), 
£.(*) = \rn2(<p'(t),<p'(t)) +
 l-k2(<p(t),<p(t)). 
P r o o f . Since (u, <p) are a solution to 23/,, we have 
(5.27) mi(u"(t),u'(t)) + Iti(«(t),u'(t)) + 6(«(t) + d - e,a'(«)) • 
= (F1 + P1(<p(t)),u'(t)), 
m2(<p"(t),<p'(t)) + k2(<p(t),<p'(t)) = (F2 + P2(<p(t)),<p'(t)). 
The equalities (5.27) and Lemma 3.1 yield 
(5.28) - —{mi(u'(í),u'(í)) + ky.(u(t),u(t)) + b(u(t) +d- e,u(t) + d - e)} 
= (F1+P1(<p(t)),u'(t)), 
l±{m2(<p'(t),<p'(t)) + k2(<p(t)Mt))} = (F2+P2(<p(t)),<p'(t)). 
After integrating the equation (5.28) from ti to t2, we obtain the desired result. • 
Let us notice that E\(t), E2(t) correspond to the total energy of the vertical and 
torsional vibrations of the system depicted in Fig. 2. The damping is neglected. The 
right-hand sides in (5.26) correspond to the change of the energy of the external 
forces. Thus the equations express the law of energy conservation. 
Let P(y,x,t) be defined on U x (0,L) x (0,T) and satisfy the assumptions (MC), 
then we can define 
UFIU. = sup ||P(y,-,t)IU»((o,L)), 
y€R,te(0,T) 
r\ 
| |P | | i 2= sup \^-P(y,;t) 
WtP(y„t) \\P\\s3 = sup 
»€R,t€(0,T) 




Proposition 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be fulfilled and (u0,<p0) 
be a solution to the time independent problem AL with the right-hand sides F\, F2. 
Then there exists a positive constant C independent of Fi , F2y P\, P2 such that the 
inequalities 
(5-29) ||u - uo|Ua((o,T),v1) < odlA lit + III^IU), 
Htt'llLmnvO^CdlPilU + HPall,), 
\W'\\m(0,T),W)^C{\\P1\\s + \\P2\U), 
\\<P - VolU-((o,T),%) < o(l|Pi||* + \\P»h), 
llv'lli-((0,T),V5i)<o(ll-3,l||« + l|i,3|U), 
llv"ll^((0,T),W)<o(IIIJl|U + IIIJ2|U) 
hold, where (u, <p) is a solution to BL and u0, <p0 in (5.29) are understood as constant 
functions defined on (0,T). 
P r o o f . If the inequalities (5.29) hold for the approximate solution txm(£), <pm(t) 
in the proof of Theorem 5.1 with a constant C independent of m, then by virtue of 
the weak convergence of these approximate solutions the inequalities (5.29) remain 
fulfilled for the solutions u, <p to BL- Let us assume that the equations 
(5.30) ki(uo,Vj) + b(u0 + d-e,Vj) = (F\,Vj), 
k2(<Po,ipj) = (F2,ipj) 
hold, where Vj, iftj are the same function as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. If we 
substitute (5.30) into (5.6), we have 
(5.31) mi(<(*) , tL , - ) + ki(um(t) - u°,Vj) + *i («4(*)> " j ) +b(um(t) - u0,Vj) 
= (P1(<Pm(t)),Vj), 
mi(<Pm(t),ll>j) + k2(<Pm(t) ~ <fO,tl>j) + S2((p'm(t),tl>j) 
= (P2(<Pm(t))^j). 





rn(t)) + h(um(t) - u0,um(t) - u0) 
+ k2(<Pm(t) ~ <P0,<Pm(t) ~ <Po) + b(Um(t) - U0,Um(t) - U0) 




rn(s))ds-2 f Wn(8)rfm(8))&8 
Jo Jo 
+ 2 / (P1(<pm(s)),u'm(s))ds + 2 f (P2(<pm(s)),<p'm(s))ds. 
Jo Jo 
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The equality (5.32) yields the inequality 
(5.33) \\u'm(t)fw + y'm(t)fw + \\um(t) - t i X . + \\<Pm(t) - <Pofv2 
^ C A | K - ( a ) | | w , + \\<P'm(s)fw + \\Pl(<Pm(s))fW 
Jo 
+ \\P2(fm(s))fW}ds. 
Now (5.33) and Gronwall's inequality imply the estimates 1 and 4 from (5.29). 
Due to the equalities (5.13) and (5.17), we have the inequality 
(5.34) \\u'm(t)fw + ym(t)fw + \\u'm(t)fVl + ym(t)fV2 
< C(||Pi||« + \\P2\\s) + C A l l t C W I l k + Wm(s)fw}ds. 
JO 
The inequality (5.34) and Gronwall's inequality yield the estimates 2, 3, 5f 6 in (5.29). 
• 
Let C2 ((0, L) x (0, T)) be the space of Holder continuous functions with the norm 
rn or\ 11 11 1 ( w , \u(x1,y1)-u(x2,y2)\ 
(5.35) \W\ci((QL)x(0T)) =
 SUP K*>tf) + sup ----- -j—i '± 
C?«o,L)x<o,T» X(_{QL) xux2e(o,L) 1*2 - * i h + |y2 - 2 / i h 
ye(o,T) yi,2/2€<o,T) 
xi#.r2,3/1^2/2 
Lemma 5.2. If u G L2((0,T),X) , u' G L2((0,T),X) , where X c ^ ( (O-L) ) is 
a continuous imbedding, then u G C - ( ( 0 , L ) X (0,T)) and the inequality 
l|u|lCi«0,L)x<0,T)) ^ C(WUh*mT),X) + IM| |L*((0,T) ,*)) 
holds, where C is a constant independent ofu. 
P r o o f . By virtue of Lemma 3.1, u(t) is continuous as a function from (0,T) 
to X and the inequality 
(5.36) ||u(t2) - «(ti) | |x = I A u'(s) ds\ ^ ( [ \\u'(s)fx dsY \t2 - *x|5 
IIJti llx VJo / 
holds for any t\,t2 G (0,T). Moreover, the inequality 
(5.37) sup |M*)||x < C(||tx||L2((0,T),x) + IM| |L»((O,D,X)) 
tG(0,T) 
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holds, where C is independent of u. Let us admit that (5.37) does not hold, then 
there exists sequences U{,U G (0,T) such that 
(5.38) IHlL2((o,T),x) + IKI|L2((o,T),x) = 1, 
||Ut(*t)||x ^h 
but the first relation in (5.38) contradicts (5.36). Let us estimate the terms on the 
right-hand side of the inequality 
(5.39) \u(xi,ti) -u(a; 2 ,* 2) | ^ \u(xi,ti) - u(xx,t2)\ + \u(xi,t2) -u(x2,t2)\. 
It is known that Hl((0,L)) is continuously imbedded in C2~((0, L)) with the norm 
. . . . . / XI \V(X*) ~V(Xl)\ 
I H U , / 0 L »
= s u p M*) + sup L±->—^-A 
cH(o,L)) xe{0L) Xl,x2e(0,L) 1*2 - * i | 2 
Hence we can write 
(5.40) \u(xi,h) - u(xut2)\ ^ C||ix(*i) -u(*2)||tfi((o,L))-
Prom the last inequality and the estimate (5.36) we obtain 
(5.41) |tl(xi,*i) - t i (x i ,* 2 ) | ^ C||tt
#||L»((0,T),X)|*2 — *i|*-
Moreover, we have 
(5.42) \u(xi,t2) -u(x2,t2)\ ^ C\\u(t2)\\Hi((0iL))\x2 - xifi. 
Then the desired result follows from (4.52), (5.37), (5.41) and (5.39). D 
Due to the fact that Vi, V2 are continuously imbedded in H
x((0,L)) and to the 
results of Theorem 5.1, we can see that both u and <p belong to C2 ((0,L) x (0,T)). 
Proposition 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be fulfilled, let (uo,(po) 
be a solution to AL with the right-hand sides Fi, F2 , 1et the inequalities 
(u0 + d)(xj) >2e, j = 1,...,8 
hold and let the terms HPilU, HP2IU be sufficiently small. Then the inequalities 
(u + d)(xj,t)>e, j = l,...,S 
hold for any te (0,T). 
P r o o f . The proof is an easy consequence of Proposition 5.2, Lemma 5.2 and 
the remark after that lemma. D 
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The last proposition describes the following fact: If the gravitation, represented 
by Fi, F2, tightens the cables, then the strength of wind, represented by Pi , P2, 
does not loosen the cables if this strength is sufficiently small. Similar problems 
were discussed in [2], [3], [10]. 
Let us note that Proposition 5.2 yields the existence of a solution to the nonlin-
ear problem B if the terms ||-Pi||<5, \\P2Ws are sufficiently small and the gravitation 
represented by Fi, F2 tightens all cables. 
6 . HOMOGENIZATION OF CABLE SYSTEMS: b-h CONVERGENCE 
The center span in our model depicted in Figure 2 is suspended by 8 cables, but it 
is obvious that the above theory works for any number of cables. Real constructions 
are suspended by much larger numbers of cables. The main goal of this chapter is 
to replace the cables with a continuous medium which asymptotically describes the 
behaviour of the cables. Let us define the bilinear form 
h(u,v) = / zuvdx, 
Jo 
where z e L°°((0,L)). 
Definition 6.1. Let U{ be an increasing sequence of natural numbers, let 
{x)}%x, {k)}]U satisfy 0 ^ x\ < x\ ^ ... ^ < ^ L, k) > 0 for any i = 1,2,..., 
and let z G L°°((0,L)) satisfy z(x) ^ 0. Then {x)}]^, {k)}]L± b-h converge to z if 
the relation 
lim jrfcj/0r})= / zfdx 
i-)-oo *-^ /n 
3=1 J0 
holds for all / G C((0, L)). Moreover, let bl(u,v) denote the bilinear forms 
2 k)u(x))v(x)). 
3 = 1 
This definition describe the process in which one cable system is being gradually 
replaced by another cable system with a larger number of thinner cables. 
Definition 6.2. Let Fi,F2 G L
2((0,L)), d € Vi. Then (u,ip) G Vx x V2 is a 
solution to the problem 8 if the equalities 
ki(u,v) + h(g(u + d),v) = (Fi,v), 
k2(p,iP) = (F2,fl>) 
hold for any v G V\, ip G V2. 
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Definition 6.3. Let FX,F2 G L
2((0,L)), d G Vi. Then (ti,^) G Vi x V2 is a 
solution to the problem £L if the equalities 
ki(u,v) + h(u + d- e,v) = (Fi,v), 
k2((D,^) = (F2,0) 
hold for any i; G Vi, t/> G V2. 
Let us notice that these problems axe uniquely solvable. The proof of this assertion 
is parallel to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 6.1. Let {x)}]^, {kj}]U b-h converge to z G L°°((0,L)) and let 
(ul, (p%) be solutions to the sequence of the problems A with the bilinear forms bl(',-) 
corresponding to {.rj-}?!-., {k)}"^. Then 
u% -> u° in Vi, 
ip* -> (f° in V2, 
where (u°, yP) is a solution to £ with the bilinear form h(-, •) corresponding to z. 
P r o o f . The definition of the b-h convergence and the uniform boundedness 
theorem for functionals on C((0,L)) yield 
(6.1) | & W ) I < C'||tl||C«o,L»||t;||c((0>L», 
where C is a positive constant independent of i, u, v. 
From Definition 5.2 it follows that <Dl = (p° and we can only study the sequence u%. 
This sequence satisfies the inequality 
(6.2) C\\u{fVx ^ M u V ) + Vistf + d),u
l) - b'^d),^) 
= -bi(g(d),ui) + (Fl,u
i), 
where C is independent of i. The last inequality is a consequence of the estimate (4.6) 
which holds in this case for the same reasons. 
Since V\ is continuously imbedded to C((0,L)), the estimate (6.1) yields the in-
equality 
(6.3) -b\g(d)M) + (FUu
{) < CilMk, 
where Ci is independent of i. The inequalities (6.2), (6.3) yield that there exists a 
constant C such that 
(6.4) ||««||Vl < C, 
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where C is independent of i. From (6.4) it follows that there exists a subsequence uj 
of the sequence u% which weakly converges to u° in Vi. Taking into account that 
Vi C Hx((0, L)) and Hl((0, L)) can be continuously imbedded in Ci ((0, L)) (see [7]), 
by virtue of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem we can assert that u-7 converges to u° in 
C((0, L)). Moreover, uj satisfy the equations 
(6.5) kx(u
j,v) + h(g(uj + d),v) = A($(u' + d),v) - V(g(uj + d),v) + (Fi,v), 
where i; is an arbitrary element from Vi. Owing to the fact that uj —> u° in C((0, L)), 
the estimate (6.1) and the b-h convergence, we have 
h(g(uj +d),v)- h(g(u° + d), v) -> 0, 
/i(#(u° + d), v) - fr7'^0 + d),u) -> 0, 
V(g(u° + d), v) - V(g(uj + d),L>) -> 0 
if j -> oo, which yields 
(6.6) h(g(uj + d), i;) - V(g(uj + d), <;) -> 0 
if j -> oo. From (6.5), (6.6) and the weak convergence of uj to u° in Vi it follows 
that (u°,(p°) is a solution to £. This fact yields that there exists C such that the 
inequality 
(6.7) C\\uj - u°fVl ^ kx(u
j - u°,uj - u°) 
= h(g(u° + d),uj - u°) - V(g(uj + d),u j - u°) 
holds. If we consider (6.1), the weak convergence of uj to u° in V\, the strong 
convergence of uj to u° in C((0, L)), then (3.3) and (6.6) imply the strong convergence 
of u^ to u° in V\. Moreover, (u°,(f°) is the unique solution to E, which means that 
the whole sequence u% converges to u° in V\. D 
It is evident that we can prove the same theorem for the problems AL, EL- Let 
us formulate other two dynamic problems T, TL and study the connection between 
the problems BL, TL-
Definition 6.4. Let d € Vx and Fi, F2 belong to L
2((0, T)) and let Px, P2 satisfy 
(MC). Then u G X\, ip G X2 are a solution to the problem T if the equalities 
mi(u",v) + kx(u,v) + d^u',v) + h(g(u + d),v) = (F\ + Pi(<p),v), 
m2(^",^) + fafa,^) + 5 2 ( ^ , ^ ) = (^2 + P 2 M , ^ ) 
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hold in L2((0,T)) for any v eVi, ifr eV2. Moreover, the initial conditions 
ti(0) = tin, ^(0) = 0, 
<p(0)=ipo, <p'(0)=0 
are fulfilled, where uo, <Do are a solution to the problem S with the right-hand sides F\, 
F2. 
Definition 6.5. Let d G Vx and Fu F2 belong to L
2((0,T)) and let Pi, F2 
satisfy (MC). Then (u, tp) G Ki x K2 is a solution to the problem TL if the equalities 
(6.8) mi(u",v) + kx(u,v) + 5i(u',v) + h(u + d-e,v) = (Fx + Px(<p),v), 
m2(<p"^) + k2(^)+62(ip',il;) = (F2 +P2(<D),</>) 
hold in L2((0,T)) for any v G Vi, I/J G V2. Moreover, the initial conditions 
(6.9) u(0) = tin, u # (0 )=0 , 
¥>(0)=W>, v ' ( 0 ) = 0 
are fulfilled, where (tzo><A)) is a solution to the problem SL with the right-hand 
sides Pi, F2. 
It is evident that the problem TL has a unique solution. The proof is parallel to 
that of Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be fulfilled, let {x^Y-L.^ 
{fcj}j=Li b-h converge to z G L°°((0, L)) and let ul, (pl be solutions to the sequence of 
the problems BL with the bilinear forms 6*(-, •) corresponding to {xXj}^l.l9 {kj}?!-_. 
Then 
(6A0) u{ -> ti°, cp{ -> <p° in C({0,L) x (0,T)), 
ui _ , „05 ^ _ ^ in L 2 ( ( 0 J T ) J V i ) > E
2((0,T),F2), 
u ' * ^ ' 0 , < / - < / > in L2((0,T),F!), L2((0,T),F2), 
u"
i^u"°, <pni-±<p"° in L2((0,T),W), 
where (u°, </?°) is a solution to TL with the bilinear form h(-,-) corresponding to z. 
P r o o f . If we change the form &(•, •) for &*(-, •) in the equations (5.8), (5.9) and 
(5.10), we can see that all approximate solutions to the sequence of the problems BL 
corresponding to &*(-,-) satisfy the inequality (5.11), where C is independent of i. 
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The equation (5.13) is fulfilled for the approximate solutions to the same sequence 
of problems and the constant C in (5.14) is independent of i. If we replace the 
form b(-, •) by bl(-, •) in the equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), we can see that the 
approximate solutions satisfy the inequality (5.18), where C is independent of i. 
From the above considerations it follows that those approximate solutions satisfy 
the estimates (5.12) and (5.19) with C independent of i. This yields that the approxi-
mate solutions and their first derivatives are bounded in L2((0, T),V\), L2((0,T),V2) 
and their second derivatives in L2((0, T), W). So the sequences of solutions u%, <Dl to 
the sequence of the problems BL with the bilinear forms b%(-, •) satisfy the following 
estimates: 
(6.11) 3C > 0 Vt G N 
IMI_2((o,T),vi) < c-> l|u/l||_2((o,T),Vi) < ci HOl_2((o,T),wo < C. 
II^I.L2((o.T),V2) <
 c , lk/l|l_2((o,T),v2) <
 c , ll<f°//l||L2((o,T),wo < c-
The estimates (6.11) yield that there exist „° G L2((0, T), Vx), (p° G L
2((0, T), V2), 
such that u'° G L2((0,T),Vi), </° € L2((0,T),V2), u"° G L
2((0,T),W), <p"° G 
L2((0,T), W), and subsequences u3, (p3 of the sequences ux, (pl which satisfy 
(6.12) u3-^u°, ^ " - V in L2((0,T),Vx), L2((0,T),V2), 
u>
3' __ u>\ ^ __ / > iR L 2 ( ( 0 > T ) i Vi)^ L2{(0,T),V2), 
u»
3 __ u»\ y»
3' __ y/'° i n L 2 ( ( 0 5 r ) i w) 
Since u3, (p3 are the solutions to the problems BL with the bilinear forms V(-,-), 
then we have the equalities 
(6.13) / {mi^^v^ + k^u^v^+Si^^v^ + Ңu3+d-є,v)}dt 
Jo 






3,ф) + k2(<pP,Ą) + S2(ҷ>
,3,Ą)}dt 
L (F2 + P2(^),гþ)dt 
that are fulfilled for any v G L2((0,T),Vi), ip G L2((0,T),V2), which is an easy 
consequence of Definition 5.2. 
Lemma 5.2 yields that the sequences it2, <Dl are bounded in C2((0,L) x (0,T)), 
so the subsequences u3, cp3 strongly converge to u°, <D° in C((0,L) x (0,T)). Taking 
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into account the definition of the b-h convergence, the inequality (6.1) and (MC), we 
have the relations 
ГT 
(6.14) lim / h(uj + d-e,v)-V(u3' +d-e,v)dt = 0, 
i^°° Jo 
lim / (P1((PJ),v)dt= f ( P ^ ^ d t , 
3-+°° JO JO 
lim / (P2((^),^)dt= [ (P2((p
0),i/;)dt. 
3-+°° JO JO 
From the equations (6.13), the relations (6.14), and (6.12) it follows that u°, (p° 
satisfy the equations (6.S). If we follow the ideas of Step 5 in Theorem 5.1 and 
consider Theorem 6.1, we can see that u°, (p° satisfy the initial conditions (6.9), so 
(u°, <p°) is a solution to the problem TL- Since this solution is unique, we have (6.10). 
a 
Definition 6.6. Let z\ G L°°((0,L)) be a sequence of functions satisfying 
Zi(x) ^ 0 and let {XJ}^=1, {kj}'j=1 be two finite sequences of numbers satisfying 
Xj G (0,L), kj > 0, j = l,...,n. Then the sequence Zi h-b converges to {XJ}7-=1, 
{kj}]=1 if for any / G C((0, L)) the relation 
lim / Zif dx = y^ kjf(xj) 
"-+<*> Jo f z l 
holds. Moreover, let hl(u,v) denote the bilinear form J0 Ziuvdx. 
Theorem 6.3. Let z{ G L°°((0,L)) h-b converge to {XJ}^=1, {kj}]=1 and let 
ux, (p3 be solutions to the sequence of the problems S with the bilinear forms hl(-, •) 
corresponding to Zi. Then 
ux -> u° in Vi, 
(p{ -r (p° in V2, 
where (u°,(p°) is a solution to the problem A with the bilinear form 6(-, •) corre­
sponding to {XJ}]=1, {kj}?=1. 
Theorem 6.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be fulfilled, let Zi G 
L°°((0, L)) h-b converge to {XJ}J=1, {kj}™=1, and u
%, (p{ be solutions to the sequence 
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of the problems Ti with the bilinear forms /.*(•, •) corresponding to z.. Then 
u* -> «°, ¥>' -> ip° in C((0,L) x (0,T)), 
ui - u \ J _. ^o i f l L 2 ( ( 0 T ) y i ) ; L - ( ( o > r ) | v2), 
„'* - u ' ° , / . , / > ^ L
2((0,T), vO, L2((0,T), V2), 
u ' ' * ^ t t ' ' ° , ^ - ^ ' ' ° i f l L
2 ( (0 ,T) ,W) , 
where (u°,(f°) is a solution to BL with the bilinear form b(-,-) corresponding to 
{*}}£.!,{*}}£.!. 
P r o o f . The proofs of Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.4 are parallel to the proofs 
of Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2. We only have to replace 6l(-, •), h(-, •) by /&*(-, •), 
Kv). • 
The above results show that the problems £, £L, TL approximate the behaviour 
of the construction depicted in Fig. 2 with both dense cable systems and distinct 
cables. 
7. T W O NONLINEAR DYNAMIC PROBLEMS: 
FORMULATION, EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS 
In the preceding chapters above we studied some relations between the nonlinear 
problems A and £ and between the linearized problems BL and TL- These problems 
approximate each other. In this chapter we are going to study the two nonlinear 
problems T, Q connected with B and prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to these problems. 
Theorem 7.1. If the assumptions of Definition 6.4 are fulfilled, then there exists 
a solution to T and this solution is unique. 
P r o o f . The proof is divided into the same five steps as in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.1 and follows similar arguments so we briefly describe the differences. 
Step 1. Let Vi, tpi be sequences of linearly independent elements of Vi, V2 and let 
the linear spans of these sequences be dense in Vi, V2 as well as in VV. 
For any m let 
Um(t) = ^2fim(t)Vi, 
i= l 
n 
Vrn(t) = Y^9im(t)lpi 
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be approximate solutions which satisfy the system of ordinary differential equations 
(7.1) mi(u'm(t),Vi) + ki(um(t),Vi)+6i(u'm(t),Vi)+h(g(um(t) + d),Vi) 
= (Fi+Pi(<pm(t)),Vi), 
m2(<p'm(t),rPi) + k2(<pm(t),tPi) + 62(<p'm(t),^i) = (F2 + P2(<pm(t)),4>i), 
i — l , . . . , m . Moreover, fim, gim satisfy the initial conditions (5.5), (5.7). The 
existence of a local solution can be proved as in Theorem 5.1. 
Step 2. If we multiply (7.1) by f'jm(t), g'jm(t) and sum these expressions, we have 
(7.2) mi(u'm(t),u'm(t))+m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + h(um(t),u'm(t)) 
+ k2(<pm(t),<p'm(t)) + 6i(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + 62(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
+ h(g(um(t) + d),u'm(t)) 
= (Ei + Pi(<pm(t)),u'm(t)) + (F2 + P2(<pm(t)),<p'm(t)). 
The relation (7.2) yields 
(7-3) ~{mi(u'm(t),u'm(t)) +m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + ki(um(t),um(t)) 
+ k2(<pm(t),<pm(t)) + h(g(um(t) + d),g(um(t) + d))} 
+ 6i(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + 62(<p'm(t),<p'(t)) 
= (Fi + Pi(^mW),uro(<)) + (F2 + P2(<pm(t)),<p>'m(t)). 
If we follow the arguments of Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we get the esti-
mates (5.12). 
Step 3. If we consider (5.5) and (5.7), then (7.1) implies the equalities (5.13) and 
the estimates (5.14). 
If we differentiate the system (7.1) and multiply it by /"m(£), g"m(t), we obtain 
(7.4) mi(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + fci « ( * ) , < ( * ) ) 
+ k2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + 6i(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + 62(<p'm(t),<p'm{t)) 
+ h(g'(um(t) + d)u'm(t),u'm(t)) 
= (^Pl(<Pm(t))<p'm(t),u'm(tj) + (^Pl(<Pm(t)),Wm(t)) 
d_P , ,.ss i ,.v // , . v \ . f d 
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+ (g-P2(<Pm(t))<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + (£tP2(<Pm(t)),<p'm(t)). 
The relation (7.4) yields 
(7-5) ^ i '» i (« iw. ' ' : ( t ) )+«2«( i ) ,^( t ) )+i .Kw,<(t ) ) 
+ k2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)} + h(g'(um(t) + d)u'm(t),u'm(t)) 
+ S1(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + S2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
= (^Pl(Vm(t))<p'm(t),u'm(t)) + ( ^ P l ( V m ( . ) ) , < . ( * ) ) 
+ ( | P 2 ( ^ ( t ) ) ^ ( t ) , ^ « ) + ( f P2(<Pm(t)),<p'm(t)), 
which results in the equality 
(7.6) mi(u'm(t),u'm(t)) + m2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) + kl(u'n(t),u'n(t)) 
+ k2(<p'm(t),<p'm(t)) 
= mi(u'm(0),u'm(0))+m2(<p'm(0),<p'm(0)) + fc!«(0),tt^(0)) 
+ k2(<p'm(0),<p'm(0))-2 / h(g'(um(s)+d)u'm(s),u'm(s))ds 
Jo 
-2 f S1(u'm(s),u'm(s))ds-2 f S2(<p'm(s),<p'm(s))ds 
JO Jo 
+ 2J*(^P1(V>m(sWm(8) + |Pl(Vm(*)),<(*)) d, 
+ 2£(^P2(<pm(s))<p'm(s) + jtP2(<pm(s)),<p'm(s)) ds. 
If we follow the arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and consider the structure 
of the bilinear form h(-, •) and the function g, we have the estimates (5.19). 
Step 4- The proof of this step is almost parallel to the corresponding step in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 with the exception represented by the equality 
(7.7) lim / h(g(ui(t) + d),v)0(t)dt= [ h(g(u(t) + d),v)0(t)dt, 
l^°° Jo Jo 
where v, ip, 6 are arbitrary functions from V\, V2, V((0,T)). Moreover, from the 
definition of distributional derivatives it follows that ui, (fi belong to Hl((0,L) x 
(0, T)) and weakly converge to u, (D in this space. If we note that ui, y>\ converge to u, 
(D in L2((0, T) x (0, L)), which follows from the Ehrling compactness theorem (see [7]), 
then by virtue of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem the equality (7.7) is 
established. 
The proof of the rest of this step and of Step 5 is parallel to the corresponding 
parts in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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Uniqueness. Let the problem T have two solutions (ui,(pi), (u2,(p2) and let v = 
u\ — u2, ij) = ipx — <p2. By virtue of Lemma 3.1 we have 
l±{mi(v'(t),v'(t)) + m2(V>'(*),</>'(*)) + h(v(t),v(t)) + k2(4,(t)Mt))} 
+ h(g(Ul (t) + d)- g(u2(t) + d),v'(t)) 
+ <MA0y(*))+WW, </>'(<)) 
= (Pi(Vl(t)) ~ A (¥*(*)), «'(<)) + (IM<M0) - P2(<p2(t)W(t))-
This yields the equality 
(7.8) mi(v'(t),v'(t)) +m2(^'(t),^'(t)) + h(v(t),v(t) + k2(xl>(t),i>(t)) 
= - 2 / h(g(u1(s) + d)-g(u2(s) + d),v'(s))ds 
Jo 
- 2 / 61(v'(s),v'(s))ds-2 f 62(j>'(s),i>'(s))ds 
JO Jo 
+ 2 / (Pl(<Pl(s))-Pl(<P2(s)),v!(8))d8 
JO 
+ 2 / (Pb(<Pl(s))-ft(<P2(s)),tf(8))d8. 
JO 
The conditions (MC), the structure of the bilinear form h(-, •) and the properties of 
the function g imply the inequalities 
(7.9) \(Pi(Mt)) ~ Px(Mt)),v'(t))\ ^ C(H(t)\\v2 + \\v'(t)\\
2
w), 
\(p2(Mt)) - p2(Mt)W(t))\ ^ c(\m)\?v2 + \W(t)\\
2
w), 
\h(g(Ul(t)+d)-g(u2(t)+d),v'(t))\ < C(||«(.)||^ + \\v'(t)fw), 
where C is a positive constant. The rest of the proof is the same as for Theorem 5.1. 
D 
Defini t ion 7 .1 . Let u0 G Vi, <p0 G V2, ui G W, ip± G W, d G Vx and Pi , P 2 
belong to L2((0, T)) and let Pi , P2 satisfy (MC). Then u G Xi, (p £ X2 are a solution 
to the problem Q if the equalities 
mi(u", v) + h(u, v) + 6!(u', v) + h(g(u + d), v) = (Pi + Pi(<p),v), 
m2(ip",iP) + k2(ip,iP) + <52(<D',i/>) = (F2 + P2(cp),iP) 
hold in L2((0,T)) for any v GVi, ip GV2. Moreover, the initial conditions 
(7.10) u(0) = uo, u'(0)=Ul, 
<P(0) = <A), <£>'(0) = ipi 
are fulfilled. 
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Theorem 7.2. If the assumptions of Definition 7.2 are fulfilled and the assump-
tions 
(7.11) Kx(x) e C










hoid, then there exists a solution to Q and this solution is unique. 
P r o o f . The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 7.1 with only two 
changes. 
First. Let Vi, ipi be sequences of linearly independent elements of Vi, V2 and let 
the linear spans of these sequences be dense in V\, V2 as well as in W. 
For any m let 
m 
Um(t) = ^2,fim(t)Vi, 
i=l 
n 
<Pm(t) = $^0tmWV>» 
i= l 
be approximate solutions which satisfy the system of ordinary differential equa-
tions (7.1). The solution to this system satisfies the initial conditions 
(7.12) vi=u0, tl>i=(po, 
/lm(0) = l, fim(0)=0, 
glm(O) = 1, gim(0) = 0, 
i = 2 , . . . , m, 
Vmi = ^2,fim{0)Vi, Vmi -> Vi ІП Vi, 
ѓ=l 
m 
^rnг = Y^9im(0)фi, (pmi -> IPO ІП F 2 . 
ѓ = l 
Due to these conditions we can prove the estimates in Step 2 of the proof of Theo­
rem 7.1. 
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Second. We have to established the estimates (5.14). If we consider the assump-
tions (7.11), then we have 
(7.13) kl{Uo,Vi) = ^ K l ^ 2 U Q y v ^ 
M<*,*)=-(-|(ff-^w),*). 
The equalities (7.13) together with the equations (7.1) and the initial condition (7.12) 
yield the relations 
/ d2 / d2 \ \ 
(7.14) m i « ( 0 ) , V i ) = - ( ^ ( t f i — U o J . V i J -Si(vmUVi) 
- h{g{u0 + d),Vi) + (Pi + Pi{<p0),v{), 
m2{^{0),iPi) = ( ^ ( ^ 2 ^ 0 ) , ^ ) - bbPrnuti) + (F2 + P2fa>),^). 
Now (7.14) implies (5.14) and the estimates in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 7.L 
The rest of the proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 7.L D 
Proposition 7.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.1 be fulfilled, let {u,<p) 
be a solution to the problem T or Q, and let the functions ©i. 0 2 describing the 
damping vanish. Then the equalities 
(7.15) Ex{t2) - JSi(ti) = / V i + P1{<p{s)),u'{s))ds, 
Jti 
E2{t2) - E2{h) = / V 2 + P2{<p{s)),<p'{s))ds 
Jti 
hold for any t\,t2 G (0,T), where 
Bk{t) = £roi(t*'(i),u'(i)) + \h{u{t),u{t)) + \h{g{u{t) + d),g{u{t)+d)), 
E2{t) = \m2{ip'{t),v'{t)) + \k2{<p{t)Mt)). 
Proo f . The proof is parallel to that of Proposition 5.1 and the equalities (7.15) 
can be interpreted in the same way. D 
Let us notice one interesting fact. In [9] the authors describe the collapse of the 
Tacoma Narrows suspension bridge. The deck of this bridge was suspended by two 
rows of cables. The essential moment of this collapse was a rapid change of large 
vertical oscillations to torsional ones. The construction studied in this paper seems 
to be protected against such quick changes. The formulae (7.15) show that the 
internal energies of vertical and torsional oscillations remain separated in spite of 
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